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ABSTRACT 
Let e -- {el, i ~> 1 } be a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables (P{ei = 0} = P{ei = 1 } = 
I/2) with basic probability space (~,  A,  P). Consider the sequence of  partial sums Bn = el + -.. + ~,, 
n = 1,2 . . . . .  We obtain an asymptotic estimate for the probability P{P (B,) > ~} for ¢ ~< n c/k)gh'gn, 
c a positive constanl. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULI"S 
Let/- J  = {/~i, i ~> 1 } be  a Bernou l l i  sequence ,  and  let  Bn = fll + "+ f in, n = 1 ,2  . . . . .  
be the sequence of associated partial sums. Let (f2, N, P) denote the underlying 
basic probability space. We study the probability P{P (Bn) > y} that the smallest 
prime divisor of B, exceeds y, where y <~ y(n) and y(n) tends to infinity with n. 
We used the notation P (m) to denote the smallest divisor ofm. 
The work is thereby continuing the study of the distribution value of divisors 
undertaken in previous papers [5,6,8] which we briefly recall. In [8] (see The- 
orems 1.1 and 2.1), precise estimates of the probability P{dIS,,} are established 
next applied to prove the existence of another form of the functional equation 
of the Zeta-Riemann function. Here &,, n = 1,2 . . . .  denotes the sequence of 
partial sums of independent spin random variables (P{8i = q-l} = 1/2). In [5] 
(see Lemma 2. I and estimates (2.5)), partial estimates of P{dlB,,} are established 
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and next combined with a probabilistic trick to study the convergence of the 
series of divisors functions ~=~ and(n, D), y'~n°C=l ande(n, D), where d(n, 79) = 
Edc79,d~'n X (din), d2(n, 79) = Y~d,SED, ld,3l<<.~ffn X ([d, 8]In), 79 being a prescribed 
set of integers. We also refer to [7] and [9] for applications to the study of Riemann 
sums, and [1] to LIL and SLLN results related to additive arithmetic functions. 
We refer to [6] for the investigation of an extremal divisor case (n = m 2, d = m, 
m ~ ec). Here to the contrary, we are concerned with the case d ~ oc with n but 
d << n. The main result of the paper can be stated as follows 
Theorem I. There exists a positive real c > 0 and constants Co, to such that for n 
large enough and to <~ ~ <. n c~ log logn, we have the following estimate 
p{p_ e -y Co 
(B . )>¢}-~ ~<log2---- ? ,  
where y is Euler's constant. 
The proof is based on a uniform estimate for the value distribution of Bernoulli 
sums. Consider the elliptic Theta function 
®(d,m) Ze  imyr~ mrc2g2 _~_ 2d 2 ' 
geZ 
Theorem II. We have the following uniform estimate: 
(1.1) sup PldlBn} ®(d,n)  = O((logn)5/2n_3/2)" 
2<~d<~n --d 
Also 
Pld]Bn} 1 (1.2) - 2 ~< 
C((logn) 5/2n13/E-F le ~)  /fd~(~/'~, 
C 
if ~"ff <. d <~ n. 
Further, for any ot > 0 
(1.3) sup P{dlBn}- 1 = 
and for any 0 < p < 1, 
(Vs > O) 
sup P{dlBn} 1 (1.4) - = Oe(e -(l-e)np) (¥0 < e < 1). 
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It follows from (1.2) that l im,,~¢ P{dlBn} = 1/d, and 
P{d lB , ,}  1 C d - (1.5) -d  ~< n if2<~g~<vr~" 
In particular 
(1.6) sup dP{d[B,,} <~ C. 
2~<d~<,/77 
Estimate (1.4) yields a strong variation of the speed of  convergence (as n --+ ex)) 
ofP{dl Bn } to its limit 1/d, when switching from the case d ~< ~/~ to the case d <~ n °, 
0< 1/2. 
2. PROOF OF  THEOREM II 
By writing that 
d- I  
(2.1) Ha<B,, = y-~ 2,~8,, 
.j=0 
we obtain after integration 
(2.2) P{dIB,,} = - ~-'~e irr'~ cos . 
d z..-, 
j=O 
The summands are of the form e inx cos n x. As 
e i'Irr-xl cos" (rr - x) = ( -  l)ne i,~x (_ 1)n cos n x = e inx cos n X, 
we havc in fact, by distinguishing the case d even from the case d odd 
l 2 ~-~ (cossrn j~ ( ~)n .  (2.3) P{dlB,,} = ~- + ~-1~<~'<<d/2 t' d,/ cos 
Now, the principle of the proof will consist in comparing the sum 
l~j  <d/2 (cos sr n <~)(cos ~)"  with the following one 
[ /. \ -,, ,~2/2 
tcosr rnd)e  2d-. 
I <~ j <d/2 
According to the reduction operated in (2.3), we only have to work in the first 
quadrant. Let ce > cd > 0. Let 
(2or logn ) 1/2 '
(2.4) ~o,, = - 
/<l 
sin ~0,,/2 
-On - -  _ _  
~o,,/2 
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We assume n sufficiently large, say n/> no, for rn to be greater than (Ott / f f )  1/2. 
Consider two sectors 
an=]0,~pn[, A'n= 9n ,~ • 
rrj t If 7 c A n, then Icos ~1 ~< cos~0n. And Icos ~1 n ~< (cos~pn)  <~ e -2nsin2(~"/2). As 
2n sinZ(~pn/2) = 2n(~on/2)zr 2/> oe' logn, we deduce 
(2.5) Z cos--~ n<.dn-d .  
I<~j<d/2: ~Ea~l 
Jr n Now, if d < ~/2~--T6-~, wededuce that 
Jrj Jrj ~ n  
- -  ~ - -  _ _  - -  ( t )n ,  
d Jr 2~ i-og n 
and so {1 ~< j < d/2: zrj 7 s An}=0. 
Therefore, in view of (2.3), (2.5), for each o~ > 0 
(2.6) sup P{dlBn}- 1 (n_~+e) = > 0) .  
Now, let 0 < p < 1. In a similar fashion 
(2.7) sup P{dlBn} - 1 = Oe(e_(l_e)np ) (V0  < 8 < 1), 
,/<(~/,/~)n(I-p)/2 
which are respectively estimates (1.3) and (1.4) of Theorem I. Indeed, consider the 
modified sectors 
where 
(~_) 1/2 sin~n/2 
(2.8) 7~,= , 7n= ~Pn/2 
Let also 0 < E < 1, and suppose n sufficiently large for ?n to be greater than 
i f ] - -  e. Exactly as before, if -~ ~ A-' n, then Icos ~1 ~< cos ~Pn, so that Icos ~ I n <~ 
(cos On) n <<. e -2n sin2(~"/2). And 2n sinZ(On/2) = 2n(On/2)zr 2 -- nPr 2 >/(1 - e)n p. 
We deduce 
(2.9) Z cos rrj n ~< de -(1-~)np. 
l<~j<d/2: Ej-~AI n
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For the same reasons as before, this sum is the only term appearing in (2.3), when 
rr ~ since and so {1 ~ j < d/2: -Tr c d < V 2,v" 
Now assume ~ > a' > 3/2. Apart from (2.5), the inequality ~0,~ = (~) J /2  ~< 
-J- < 2 rc J  Jr implies that 
~2j2 
(2.10) Z e " 2~/2 ~<dn ". 
I~j<d/2: ~i -' 
. -Ctln 
rrj NOW consider the contribution of the terms for which 7 c A~. We proceed as 
follows: if 
D I~/~ (cosrrnd)(COS,,rcj ~2j2\ ) := " '" - -d  -e  n2~y-  , 
then by using the elementary inequality: le" - e"l <~ lu - vl for u, v ~< 0 
logcos ~'i 7r2j2 . it, l.<i, + 
~EAn I <~ j <d/2: • 
Since log(1 - 2sin2(x/2)) = -x?/2 + O(32 4) near 0, we deduce 
(2.11) IDI <~ Cn I/2:Z <~ - -  
I~<j<~ cAn 
<~ C,~d(logn)5/2n 3/2. 
Cn j4 
j4 
"l ~ d , 2~, Iogn ) 1/2 
Combining (2.5), (2.10) and (2. I 1) shows that 
(2.12) 
I <~j <d/2 
l<~.j<d/2: ~@¢A '
<~ C,d(logn)5/2n 3/2+dn-d+dn ~ 
<~ C~,d(logn)5/2n 3/2. 
Dividing both sides by d, and reporting next the obtained estimate into (2.3) gives 
(2.13) d d Z coszrn e-n2~ <~ C,(logn)5/2n 3/2. 
I <1 <d/2 
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As 
-- . -- rr 2 -2 . rr2j2 
1 2 W (cossrnJ~e -n~a- 1 E e'n}e -.2d2 
+ ~ ~<'-7-~l~t d/  = ~ Ijl<d/2 
we obtained 
P{dlBn} 1 ei~rn ' rr2j2 I(2.14) sup - E ~-n 2"~U = O((l°gn)5/2n-3/2)" 
2<~d<~n -d Ij l<d/2 
-22 
Now consider the remainder r :=  Ej>/d/2 e-n 2d2 " By using the triangle inequality 
I ") I ,r (2.15) P{dIBn} <. C(logn)5/2n -3/2 + "7" d 
- I fd  =2,  
OO rr2 .2 
(2.16a) r = Ee  -nz:~ 
j= l  
"'" ~ i e-..2dx e-"-~+fe-'X2dx <~ e-W-+ = 
• rg J 27r(j 1) 
2,/2 2~ 
OG 
X--'2--V f = e--8- + e -y212- <~ Ce-W7. 
2 
It is also worth noticing (referee's observation), since for n large enough the ratio of 
two consecutive t rms of the sequence -" @ is ~< 1/2, that the sum ~-~j=l~ e-n r#J28 
is at most twice of its first term. 
- Now if d ~> 3, then 
d 1 d d ~-  ~2 3 1 /w 
d d 6 
Therefore 
~rj 
oo ,Md o~ 
(2.16) r ~ E f e-nX2dx <. f e-nXZdx 
J>/d/2rr( d 1) s r (~- l )  
6,/2 6 
~2 n 
Ce-~- ,  
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a bound which is in turn valid for all integers d ~> 2 and n ~> I. To get (1.1), it 
suffices to incorporate these estimates into (2.14). 
We now shall need the useful estimate below. Let a be any positive real. Then, 
x ~ { 3e " ifa/> 1, 
(2.17) Ee "n- ~< 3/~ ifa~<l. 
H=I  
Indeed 
k 
Z e all2 
H=I  
k O0 
<~ e-" + Z e "H2 <~ e-" + f e-aU2du 
H=2 1 
o¢ 
,,=v/-/2, 1 f = e a +_~a e 1'2~2dr 
,/sa, 
<~ e-" 1 + 
where we used the elementary bound f~  e -t2/2 dt ~ ~-e  -x2/2 valid for all 
x ) O. Thus o~ e "n2 e " 3e-" ~H=I ~ (1 + 4%-/2) ~< i fa  ~> 1, and ~H=l e-all2 
(1/v~)(l  + ~7~7) ~< 3/x/~, i fa ~< 1. Hence (2.17). 
Therefore 
{ Ce_,,,~2 
- -  2'/2 i fd ~< v/n, 
(-) (d, n) 1 d 
d d <~ C if~/~<~d<~n. 
,/a 
And so 
(2.18) P{dIB,,}- 3 
1 2d ~ ) C (logn)5/2n -3/2 + ~e 
C 
i fd ~< v~, 
i f v/-~ < d <~ n, 
which is (1.2). 
The proof is now complete. [] 
Remark. The following estimate is easily deduced from the last part of the above 
proof. 
P{dlB,,} d 1- l°gS/2nn 3/2 d2 -n~ 2 (2.19) - ~< C, + Z e 2,1" D 
< ,.< a 2/~1,;~,7 
"-:.I ~- Y V n 
Indeed, 
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P{dlBn}- 1 4 2 I~<j~<d/2(COSY/'?'/d)(COS--~) n 
~eA" 
__~_ 2 ,~<j~<d/2(COSYrnj)(COSd) n 
~ 6An 
d ( d )  n22 <~Cen-C~+e+2lD[+ Z coszrn e -n~a- 
I <~j <d /2 
-~An 
log 5/2 n 
<~ Cen -a+E + C,~ n3/2 
2 n2j2 
- -  + -d Z e-n 2d2 
I<~j<~d,~ "YV 
log 5/2 n 2 n2j2 
Ca t,13/~-""~- + d Z e-n 2d2 ' 
Yr¥ t/ 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Fix some 0 < 0 < 1/2 and some integer D/> 2 such that 21og2D - (2 + ~)/> 1. 
Let 3 ~< Y ~< n. Choose 
(3.1) K= ---~-loglogY+l . 
It will be later (see before (3.16)) necessary to have K ~> e 7, which is fulfilled for 
say, Y/> Y0, Y0 depending on 0 and D only; so that we in turn consider Y0 ~< Y ~< n. 
Set also 
(3.2) m = [Dloglog YJ. 
Then 
2m 2D log log Y 
~< 
K -~ log log Y 
=0.  
And so 
2m 
(3.3) ye- <~ n °. 
Let 
(3.4) P~ < P2 < " "  < Pu ,  
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the sequence of primes less or equal to y I/K. By using Poincar6 inequality (see for 
instance [3, p. 66]) 
2m I 
(3.5) PI31~<i~<H: PilBn}<~ Z( -1)  k I ~ plPil...pik[B,,}" 
k=l I <~il <...<ik <~ H 
To estimate the probability P{Pil .." Pik lB,} we use Theorem II. Let 0 < e < 1 be 
fixed. In view of(1.4), and since (3.3) implies Pil ... Pik < (er/x/~) nO for 1 ~< ii < 
• .. < ik ~< H, k <~ 2m - 1; there exists some positive real 0 depending on 0 only, 
such that for n large enough, 
P{Pil 1 ~< e ' : .  (3.6) "'" PiklB" } Pil ... Pik 
From (3.5) and (3.6) follows 
2m-- l
(3.7) P{::II <~ i <~ H: piJB.} <~ Z (-1)k-I ~ 1 + T, 
k=l  l<~il<...<ik<~ H Pil "'" Pik 
where 
2m-- I 
(3.8) IT[ <~e ":' Z Z 1. 
k:l I<~i l<. . .<ik~H 
Letting ~l . . . . .  ~# be a sequence of independent random variables taking only the 
values 0 or 1 and such that P{~i = l } = 1 ,  we see from Poincar6 equality (see again 
l i  
[3, p. 66]) that 
(3.9) 
H 
P{3i: I <~ i <~ H, ~i= l}= Z( - -1 )k - I  ~ 1 
k=l l <~il <...<ik <~ H Pil ... Pik 
, n(,1) 
And so, 
(3.1o) 
2m - 1 
Z (-- l)k-I E 1 
k I l<~il<...<ik<~ H Pil "''Pik 
L - -  1 m n( l ' )  
l~i<~H 7 Jr- S, 
with 
(3.11) 
I 
[S]~ ~ ~ P i l ' "P i  k . k~>Rml<~i I .... <i~H 
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Thereby, 
(3.12) P{P- (Bn)<~YI /K}<~I  - 1-I (1 -1 )  +S+T"  
l<.i<.H 
As for any positive reals bl . . . . .  bH 
(3.13) bi = Z bil "'" bik >/k! 
i=1 l<.il<~...<~ik<~n 
we have 
I(i~<~H 1)  k (3.14) Z 1 ~<~ P// . 
1 ~i I <'"<ik ~H Pil • •. Pik 
Z bil ... bi k 
1~<il <...<ik <~H 
(3.15) l(i~<~H 1)  k 
k)2m 
l]2m 
(Zi<~H pi z e y~i<~H ~i. 
(2m)! 
1 ~< log log x + 6 valid for any x ~> 3 (see [4, Recall now the useful estimate ~p<<.x 7 
Theorem 9, p. 17]). Thus 
ISI ~ (toglog y1/K + 6)2m e(loglogYl/r+6). 
(2m)! 
But K/> e 7 implies 
loglog yl/l,: + 6 ~< log ~ + 6 = log log Y - 1 
D log log Y - D D log log Y - 1 m 
= O ~< O ~<D' 
so that 
(3.16) (O)  2m 1 e(loglogyl/K+6 ) 
Using then Cesgro-Buchner stimate ([2, inequality (6), p. 183]), we deduce from 
(3.16) and definition of m, that 
(3.17) (___~) 2m 1 1 e2m+loglog yl/K+6 ISI ~< (2m)Zm 2 ~q'r~--m 
2m 
I ~ J 2 ~  ezm+l°gl°gY +6 
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And since (for any natural r, any complex number y) we have the elementary bound 
yr lylr+! 
]e y - (1 + y +. . .  + T.)] ~< ~ elyl, we deduce 
( 1 ~ 2m } em(2+l)+7 = e 7 e_m[21og 2D_(2+ ~)] 
" 
\ log r ] 
According to Mertens formula (see [4, Theorem 11, p. 18] for instance), for any 
x~>2, 
= +(.9 1 (3.18) I- I(1 -1 )  e-Y (1 (l~g~gx))" 
i,~<~ logx \ 
Thus for some universal constant C, 
CK 
(3.19) E (1 -1 ) - -H  (1 1 )~>~ 
l<~i<~H p~rl/K 
We now estimate T. This term has a small order. Using (3.13) we get 
H k 
I<~il <...<ik <~H 
and so 
(3.20) 
2m I Hk 
ITI .~.-~e n° Z ~. ~e-n° H2m ~e-n ~Y2m/K 
k=l 
<~ e n#nO ~ e nO~2, 
for n large enough. By reporting now this estimate as well as preceding estimates 
(3.17) and (3.19) into (3.12), we arrive to 
(3.21) P{P-(B,,)~ yl/K} <~ 1- - - -  
Ke-V 
log Y 
+C(~)2+( lo@)D+e -"#/2. 
Finally, using the definition of K and since D ~> 2, for n any large enough 
P{P (Bn)~<YI/K}<~ 1-  
2De -× log log Y ( 
0 log Y + Co 
2De -y log log Y ,~2, 
J 0 log Y 
where Co is an absolute constant (one can take Co = 2C where C is the constant in 
(3.19)). Or else, 
01ogY 
(3.22) P{P (B,,) > e 2Dl°gl°gg } /~ 2De × log log Y 
0 log Y 
,.. [2De -y loglogY'~ 2
-w0 k ) 
Put 
0 log Y 
mE e 2D log log Y . 
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Olosn 
Then ( ~< e 2Dl°gl°gn :~-/It c / l °g l °gn  and (3.21) means 
(3 .23)  P{P- (Bn)  > (}  ~ - -  
e -× Co 
log ( log 2 (" 
But we have also prepared the arguments oprove the upper bound part. By using 
again Poincar6 inequalities, next (3.6), (3.14), (3.18) we get for any integer n large 
enough 
(3.24) 
2m 
P{3P<~ r'/l(: pIBn} ~ Y~( -1)  k-1 ~ P{Pq...PiklBn} 
k=l 1~<i 1<...<ik<~H 
2m 
/> Z (- l )k- I  Z 1 T' 
k=l l<~il <...<ik < H Pil • .. Pik 
>11- 
.) , ,  - r ' ,  
where 
(3.25) 
k/>2m+l l<~il<'"<ik<~H pil " " " Pik 
2m 
IT t l~e-n°Z  Z 1. 
k=l l<~il<...<ik<H 
From (3.18) we get IS'I ~< (~)D,  whereas in a same manner as to get (3.21) we 
have IT'I <~ e -n°/2. Reporting this into (3.25) also provides the following estimate 
(3.26) ( " )  (,)° P{3p<~y1/K: p lBn}~l  Ke-× 1+ - -e  -n° /2 .  -log------Y ~ 
In view of the definition of K, for n any large enough 
0 log Y 
(3.27) P IP - (Bn)<~e~} >>, 1 - 
2De -Y log log Y 
0 log Y 
• ,~ {2De YloglogY) 2. 
- 
Thereby 
P{P-(Bn)>e2mog'ogV}<~ 
2De -y log log Y 
0 log Y 
+ ,- {2De -× loglog 
0- og  
or  
(3.28) 
e -y Co 
P{P-(Bn) > (} <~ ~og( + ~ log  2~"  
The proof is achieved by combining (3.23) with (3.27). [] 
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F ina l  note.  in the course o f  the probabil ist ic p roo f  o f  Theorem I we gave, we did 
not use est imate (1.4), and we bel ieve that Theorem I should be improved by using 
either a suitable modif icat ion o f  the main arguments or elaborated sieve methods.  
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